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President's Column
By Steve Fairbairn
As I sit down to write this column our world seems to be rapidly shutting down due to the COVID-19
virus. In an abundance of caution, your GVWG board has decided to cancel our March meeting to
ensure the health and safety of the most vulnerable of us. We will continue to provide you with email
updates regarding future meeting dates.
In the few days since that decision was made, virtually every public and private gathering has been
cancelled, bars and restaurants are closing, professional sports and concerts have been cancelled,
schools and universities are winding down for an early spring break, flights are being cancelled, borders are closing and the list goes on and on. This is putting many of us who are not retired out of
work temporarily and many more of us are being asked to self-isolate or practice “social distancing”.
So, what has all of this got to do with woodturning? Other than the cancellation of our meetings, for
me it means more time in the shop/studio for turning, flat woodworking, tinkering and experimenting. These are incredibly stressful times and being in the shop is a therapy that can, at least temporarily, take us away from those stresses as we turn our attention toward our various creative endeavors. I urge all of you to first focus on protecting yourself and your loved ones from this threat to your
physical health. Then try to take a step back and focus on protecting your mental health by practicing
“maker therapy”, whether it be woodturning or any other creative endeavor that you enjoy. Keep
your mind and soul busy, the creative juices flowing, and the dark thoughts will dissolve away around
you.
Our President’s Challenge for March was Display Stands for Your Creations. I’m still looking forward
to seeing those when we are able to get together again. I’d like to also assign you another President’s
Challenge. I’d like everyone to bring in your favorite “isolation” project(s) – projects that you have
created while self-isolating or unable to work.
On another more positive note, our intrepid A/V team have been working tirelessly behind the scenes
to provide us with online streaming capabilities at our meetings and demonstrations. The goal is to
be able to view live, interactive audio/video streams of demonstrators regardless of where they are
geographically located. This is a task that involves both incorporating new audio/visual technology
and beefing up the internet connectivity at our meeting hall. I’m very much looking forward to the
new capabilities this initiative will provide our club.
Finally, I’d like to thank our outgoing GVWG board members, Cathy Nakagawa and Barry Wilkinson
for their service over the past years. I’d also like to welcome our newest board members, Brian Lunt
(returning after a one-year break), John Hammond, Annie Prefontaine and Rob Smith. Likewise, a
huge thank you to Des Wilson who will be turning over his role as Secretary to Dan Breck while remaining on the board. Please see elsewhere in the newsletter or our website for the names of our
2020 GVWG board members.
Stay safe and keep turning!

Steve

GVWG
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Editor's Notes
By Bruce Campbell
Our Guild activities have been thrown into a flurry by the health measures taken by our excellent Public Health officials. The March meeting was cancelled so much of what is this
edition of the newsletter is catch-up information from then. In addition, we are anticipating future disruptions and cancelations. Please watch your email information from the
Guild as the Board does its best to keep the Guild meaningful in our lives.
I hope everyone joins our ZOOM online meeting on Thursday at 7:15. Details on how to
“attend” electronically have been sent to all active members.
I expect many of us are taking time to be working on projects and more than a few are taking the time we are given to start/complete interesting projects. I would like to collect
those stories and make them the content of these pandemic newsletters. I have spoken to
some of you already but invite all of you to email or call me with your “Isolation Tales”.
Send them to editor@gvwg.ca or call me at 604-944-3028.
Together we will get through this – and we might also have some fun.

Bruce Campbell Robert Carlson
Bruce Campbell, editor and Robert Carlson, publisher

Front Cover:
Cork Oak Box - Bruce
Campbell 4 in dia x 3-5.
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Focus On Fundamentals–
Drives and Live Centers
By Bruce Campbell
At the March Focus on Fundamentals I talked
about a variety of things that can be attached
to the headstock and tailstock of your lathe to
assist various projects. Broadly speaking,
things on the headstock side impart rotational
energy and things on the tailstock support the
timber.
Headstock side:
The headstock most often has a threaded spindle and a Morse taper drilled into it. Today
most woodturning lathes have #2 Morse tapers and one of 1”x8 TPI, 1 ¼” x8 TPI, or M33.
Others exist but these are the most common.
However, they may not be the size you want or
you may have some gear of a different size that
your lathe. For this you can consider a spindle
adaptor. As the na m e im plies, these devices have an inside thread on one end and an
outside thread on the other. In my shop I have
two of these. One is an M33 to 1”x8tpi and the
other is a 1”x8tpi to M33 adaptor. I use the
second one on my mini-lathe to “convert” it to
from 1”x8tpi to M33 so that all my large lathe
attachments fit on my mini-lathe. Very helpful.

June 28 2018
Headstock attachments either hold the timber
freely or as part of a between-center setup.

Freehold:
Faceplates ar e per haps the m o st com mon freehold device and usually come with
any lathe. They provide excellent holding
power and good stability when used properly.
That is when they are mounted flush to the
timber with enough good screws as befits the
weight of the piece. A common problem with
many faceplates is they do not have enough
screw holes (often only 4). Fortunately, this is
easily remedied by drilling and countersinking
more holes. I like to have 8-10 places to drive
screws and will often err on the side of caution.

4-Jaw Chucks ar e the other ver y co m mon freehold devices found in most shops.
They thread on to the spindle and then grip
the timber by clamping on to a tenon or expanding inside a motise. Better quality chuck
have interchangeable jaws that allow for holding everything from ¼” dowels to 6-8” tenons
(Continued on page 5)
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or motise.
Better brands such as Oneway, Vicmarc, Nova, and Axminster make chucks in a range of
sizes and here is a case where bigger is not
necessarily better. I have Oneway chucks
and use the Talon model almost exclusively.
I own three Talons, each with a different set
of jaws (I hate changing jaws) and two
Stronghold models but use them only in very
special circumstances. This is true for the
Vicmarc 120 over the 150 model, the Nova
G3 over the SuperNova and the Axminster
Clubman over the Evolution.
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I had a machinist make me a headstock
mounted Jacobs chuck for those tim es
when I need to hold material smaller than
my spigot jaws will hold (under 3/8” round).
This is a useful addition to my toolkit and
shows that sometimes you need to innovate
beyond the “standard” tools.

Finally, a relatively new innovation in
woodturning is the vacuum chuck. These
cups thread on to the headstock with a vacuum pump attached to the outboard side of
the spindle. The vacuum created in the cup
will hold a significant amount of weight and
offer things like offset turning off of a convex
surface. These are a lot of fun to use and alWorm Screws ar e special shar p - low for a range of creative options for holdthreaded posts that are gripped in a 4-jaw ing unusual pieces in unique ways.
chuck. A correctly sized hole drilled in the
timber and it is screwed on to the post until it
presses against the jaws of the chuck. This
setup is useful when doing repetitive turning
where reducing setup time is important.
While it can work well it has limitations.
When the hole is drilled in the timber it Is
very difficult to re-orient the piece. Also, if
the hole should strip out it is also difficult to
finish the piece using the worm screw.
Between Centers:
Spur Drives have ver y com m on in
woodturning and the most common are the 4
-prong type but they are also available in 2prong configurations. These bite into the fibers of the timber on the drive side and have
something on the tailstock side that presses
the timber to it. These rely on the tailstock
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maintaining the pressure or they can spin and Tailstock side:
lose drive. However, simply tightening the Pretty much every modern wood lathe comes
with a live center. Unfortunately most manutailstock quill usually fixed this.
factures include very basic versions like the
Steb Centers ar e r elatively new and fea- one shown below. The problem with these is
ture a ring of sharp teeth and a spring-loaded they are large and make it difficult to work
center pin. These are most useful when turn- near the center of the piece. They also leave
ing hard timbers as they can grip without significant dents in the work and offer no addineeding to press too deeply into the wood. tional features.
One disadvantage is that the pressure from the
spring-loaded pin tends to crush the fibers of
the project if you try to part off to a point. If
you are doing this sort of work it is best to use
a standard spur drive.

As an alternative I recommend looking in to a
live center system. Onew ay, Ro bu st,
Tekatool, and Sorby all offer systems that have
better bearings (often two sets) allow the ability to change the center points, and allow centering cones and cups to be threaded on.
Big Bite is a fairly unique spur drive measuring
about 3” across and mounted in a chuck. It is
intended for driving large pieces such as
heavy, wet bowl blanks It eliminates many of
the slipping problems associated with smaller
spur drives but is much less forgiving is you
get a catch.

I developed a set of centers for the Oneway
and Powermatic systems that offers 5 extension points – a micro point, a mini point, a flat
point (for pressing), a micro cone, and an extension version of the heavy point. For more
details please contact me directly.

GVWG

Finally, it is quite easy to turn a Morse taper
from wood and this can be and quick and inexpensive way to hold work such as the ballturning setup demonstrated by Dale Larson. I
turned a wooden plug to fit in my tailstock
when I have removed the live center. This
keeps dust and dirt out to the Morse taper and
is a lot easier on the elbow that a live center
point.
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In summary, the basic lathe is just the starting
point for accessories that will expand your options to hold projects on the lathe and make it
easier, quicker, and/or safer to enjoy your time
on the lathe.

Happy turning.
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New Board Elected
As a registered society in British Columbia we are
required to hold an Annual General Meeting
(AGM) to deliver a financial report, pass any extraordinary motions or constitutional changes, and
elect new Board members. All Board members
serve for two-year terms and are limited to two
consecutive terms per seat. Executive seats are
staggered so that not all terms expire on the same
year. This allows for consistency from year to year.

lowing members constitute our 2020-21 Board.
Sincere thanks to Barry Wilkinson, Dan Moleschi,
and Cathy Nakagawa who leave the Board after
serving their terms and welcome to Brian Lunt,
John Hammond, Annie Prefontaine, and Rob
Smith. Who begin their terms as Members-atlarge.
Our 2020-21 Board is as follows:

Several Member-at-Large seats were open for election this year and following nominations the fol-

Steve Fairbairn
Steve Hansen
Dan Breck
Bob James
Dustin Cook
Phil Vetra
Peter Hill
Brian Lunt
John Hammond
Annie Prefontaine
Rob Smith
Des Wilson

President – final year
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Member at Large
Member at Large
Member at Large
Member at Large
Member at Large
Member at Large
Member at Large
Member at Large

GVWG

About Stands with Larry Stevenson
By Bruce Campbell
Larry Stevenson lead a comprehensive review of
stands used to display work. He presented lots of
photographs collected from a number of AAW Instant Galleries, local exhibitions, and other
sources. He also showed a number of his own pieces and discussed his thought process around the
design of the stands.
In general, Larry suggested that the stand should
either enhance the piece or “disappear”. He laments those that spend hours and hours to create a
beautiful piece of work and then display it on a
Dollar Store plastic stand.
Stands that don’t work are easy to spot and often
are the result of a rushed after-thought rather than
a part of the creative process. But when the base is
well done it makes the piece even better. Here are
examples from Marilyn Campbell, Jerry Bennett,
Jeanne Douphrate, and Vivien Grandouillier.
showing that taking time to include the base in
your design is well worth the effort.
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Dale Larson Demonstration
by Bruce Campbell
We are very fortunate to
have been able to host
Dale Larson for an all-day
demonstration and two
days of hands-on classes.
Those that attended the
demonstration
and/or
took classes were treated
to the skill of a fine wood
turner, a skilled demonstrator, and a kind, generous man.

One particularly useful guideline I learned from
him is:
Take the prettiest/best piece first
Cutting down a large tree can be chaotic and overwhelming but applying this principle allows you to
stay focused. After getting the best piece just do it
again – take the prettiest piece that is left.

Dale advises not to store wet wood against wet
wood because it will molder. Use spacers to ensure
proper air flow, instead. When cutting bowl blanks,
leave the bottoms a little thinner than the sides;
this allows for more flexibility when drying. He
Dale is a world-renowned bowl turner, past presithen discussed a number of ways to dry bowl
dent of the American Association of Woodturners,
blanks focused on ways to prevent cracking and
a charter member of several AAW Guilds in Orelimit drying time.
gon, and a champion of the AAW and its work to
educate new turners, advance the art of woodturn- After an information-filled hour Dale turned a
bowl “his” way. He was quick to point out that his
ing, and make woodturning safe and fun.
is not the only way and that other very good turnDale began by reminding us that safety is not
ers have different approaches, each based on the
something “extra” that is added on to what we do.
specific equipment, materials and demands of their
Instead it should be integral to our turning. Learnbusinesses.
ing to use the right tool for a given task, keeping it
sharp, and being rested and alert are all part of Dale pre-conditions his bowl blanks by bringing
them in into a room for a few days that is a similar
good woodturning practices.
humidity to a house (around 8%). He begins by
For example, Dale spoke of turners that turn the
mounting the bottom (foot) of the dried blank on a
RPMs of the lathe up very high. He prefers a diffaceplate. When he cuts the bowl blanks he knows
ferent rule:
that he will do this and he accounts for the length
Turn as fast as you need to but as slowly as of the screws he will use. That portion of the
you can
blanks will be removed later.
He followed that with a quote that was over the He starts on the outside of the blanks but does it
door of his high school shop:
“backwards” to most turners. That is, he cuts from
The School of Experience Charges High Tui- the headstock toward the tailstock end of the lathe.
tion
He shapes the foot accounting for what will need to
Dale is primarily a bowl turner and he spent some be removed later (remember those screws) and
time going through the process of cutting down a then uses shear pull cuts and eventually push cuts
huge walnut tree that was carefully documented by to shape the bowl. He then shear-scrapes and
a photo journalist. He explained the thought pro- sands the exterior. From there he forms the rim
cesses to consider to get the “nicest” bowl blanks. and then the interior, again using careful cutting
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actions with his gouges and shear-scraping to re- before starting he would not have been able to
fine the surface before sanding.
make the unit work. That might explain why he is
Once sanded –usually to 320 or 400 grit, he uses a one of the only Woodturners in the world to make
4-jaw chuck with custom-made wooden step jaws oval bowls.
to finish the bottom. Dale was kind enough to allow us to reprint his how-to article for making
these jaws. See “Making Wooden Step Jaws” elsewhere in this newsletter.
Dale raffles off his demo pieces with all proceeds
going to the AAW Education Fund and Brian was
lucky enough to win the bowl.

For those who took Dale’s class the magic continued while each person turned bowls, make chips,
got guidance, and had fun. Dale is scaling back his
travel schedule and we are very fortunate to have
him add us to one of his last road trips. For those
that attended I need not say it was fabulous.
Next Dale demonstrated turning a sphere which
certainly was interesting but everyone was looking
forward to him turning his famous oval bowls.

Thanks for everything, Dale.

Dale showed the ingenious oval mechanism made
by Vicmarc and explained the adjustments it uses.
He also discussed the unique challenges of turning
and sanding only in a very narrow “sweet spot”
while the piece is turning. In a private discussion
Dale said if he had not been a turner for 20 years

GVWG
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Instant Gallery
February 27
Bob James –
Bowl – 9.5X3.25 –
Maple – Mineral
Oil, Bees Wax –
Dale Larson Class

Allan Cusworth – Lidded Chalice
– 3.5X8 – Figured Maple – Bees
Wax, Boiled Linseed Oil – Article
in Fall 2020 Canadian
Woodworker Magazine

Chris Stiles –
Chess Pieces –
Oak – Shellawax
– Light Pieces
were Bleached,
Dark Pieces were
Ebonized with
Steel Wool in
Vinegar

Dan Breck –
Salad Bowl –
10X3 – Maple –
Walnut Oil – Dale
Larson Class

Dan Lemire –
Lamp – 8X24 –
Deodor Cedar,
Aromatic Cedar
– WoP, Buffed

GVWG
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Instant Gallery
February 27

John Spitters –
Bowl – 14X4 –
Maple – WoP

John Spitters – Bowl – 14X2.5 –
Serbian Elm – WoP

Jon Hamond –
Turned Box –
7.5X8.5 –
Maple,
Various –
Water Based
Poly, Acrylic
Gel Medium

Don Gamble – Vase – 3X2.5 –
Maple – Shellac, Linseed Oil

Keith Hudson –
Candle Holders –
2.75X1.75 –
Cherry, Maple –
Plastic
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Instant Gallery
February 27

Keith Ruttan –
Bowl – 11X3 –
Maple Burl – WoP

Keith Ruttan – Bowl – 8X2 – Maple
Burl – WoP

Rick Stuible –
Bowl – 8.5X4 –
Elm – Beeswax,
Oil

Rick Stuible – Bowl – 4X4 – Maple
– Beeswax, Oil

Keith Ruttan –
Bowl – 14X4 –
Maple – WoP

GVWG
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Instant Gallery
February 27

Rick Stuible –
Bowl – 8.5X4 –
Elm – Beeswax,
Oil

Rob Smith –
Small Platter –
Spalted, Figured
Maple – WoP

Steve Hansen – Baseless Orb –
6X5– Black Locust Burl – Krylon
Matte
Scott Morgan –
Maple Salad
Bowl – 10X3 –
Walnut Oil – Dale
Larson Class
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President's Challenge Gallery
February 27
Bruce Campbell Platter – 15X1.5 –
Birch – WoP

Allan Cusworth –
Platter – 11.5X1.5
– Figured Maple –
Raw Tung Oil,
Buffed

Bruce Campbell –
Turn Table –
18X2 – Walnut –
WoP

Barry Wilkinson – Platter – 14X1 –
Tung Oil, Buffed

Barry Wilkinson – Platter – 15X1 –
Hardwood – Tung Oil, Buffed

GVWG
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President's Challenge Gallery
February 27
Cathy Friesen –
Platter, Brass,
Stone Inlay – Oak
– MinWax Stain,
Golden Open
Acrylic, WoP –
Inspired by Ed
Prettys Liming
Demo

Dan Lemire –
Platter – 10X2 –
Western Maple,
Deodor Cedar –
Satin Lacquer –
Celtic Knot

Don Gamble – Platter – 15X3 –
Oak – Shellac

Keith Hudson –
Platter – 14.5X0.5
– Oil, Wax

Keith Hudson – Platter – 20.5X0.75
– Maple, Epoxy – Wax
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President's Challenge Gallery
February 27
Steve Fairbairn – Platter –
8X1.25 – Beech – Krylon
Acrylic Varnish – Laser
Engraved Rim

Steve Hansen – Cheese
Plate – 19X1 – Walnut –
Peters Polish

Steve Fairbairn – Platter –
9X1 – Spalted Maple –
WoP

GVWG
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Safety Guidelines for Wood Turning
You mostly turn alone so safety is YOUR responsibility.
on the lathe, keeping your hand on the switch in
case you need to turn the machine off. When observing someone else turn, stay out of these zones.



Always wear safety goggles or safety glasses that
include side protectors. Use a full face shield for
bowl, vessel, or any turning involving chucks and
faceplates.



Use a combination of dust mask, air filtration helmet, proper ventilation, and/or dust collection system as appropriate. Fine particles from a grinder
and wood dust are harmful to your respiratory system.



Wear hearing protection during extended periods
of turning.



Turn the lathe off before adjusting the tool rest or
tool rest base, i.e., banjo.



Always remove chuck keys, adjusting wrenches,
and knockout bars immediately after use. Never
leave them in place, even for a moment.



Tie back long hair and avoid loose clothing, jewelry,
or any dangling objects that may catch on rotating
parts or accessories.

When using a faceplate, be certain the workpiece is
solidly mounted with stout screws (#10 or #12
sheet metal screws as a minimum). Do not use dry
wall or deck screws.






When turning between centers, be certain the
workpiece is firmly mounted between the headstock driving center and tailstock center.



Ensure the belt guard or cover is in place.



Check that all locking devices on the tailstock and
tool rest assembly (rest and base) are tight before
operating the lathe.





Always check the speed of the lathe before turning
it on. Use slower speeds for larger diameters or
rough pieces and higher speeds for smaller diameters and pieces that are balanced. Always start a
piece at a slower speed until the workpiece is balanced. If the lathe is shaking or vibrating, lower the
speed. If the workpiece vibrates, always stop the
machine to verify why. As a starting point, consult
your operator’s manual for recommended speeds
for a particular lathe. Ensure the lathe speed is
compatible with the size of the blank.



Exercise extra caution when using stock with
cracks, splits, checks, bark pockets, knots, irregular
shapes, or protuberances. Beginners should avoid
these types of stock until they have greater
knowledge of working such wood.
Hold turning tools securely on the toolrest, holding
the tool in a controlled but comfortable manner.
Always contact the tool rest with the tool before
contacting the wood.
Note that, when running a lathe in reverse, it is
possible for a chuck or faceplate to unscrew unless
it is securely tightened or locked on the lathe spindle.



Know your capabilities and limitations. An experienced woodturner is capable of lathe speeds, techniques, and procedures not recommended for beginning turners.

Ensure the blank is securely fastened.





Rotate your workpiece backwards by hand to make
sure it clears the toolrest and bed before turning
the lathe on.

Always remove the tool rest before sanding, finishing, or polishing operations.



Don’t overreach, keep proper footing, and keep
your balance at all times.



Stay clear of the areas directly behind and in front
of the workpiece, they are the most likely areas for
a piece to travel as it comes off the lathe. A good
safety habit is to step out of this zone when turning



Keep your lathe in good repair. Check for damaged
parts, alignment, binding of moving parts, and other conditions that may affect its operation.



Keep tools sharp and clean for better and safer per-
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Safety Guidelines for Wood Turning
You mostly turn alone so safety is YOUR responsibility.
formance. Don’t force a dull tool. Don’t use a tool
for a purpose for which it was not designed or intended.


cords.


Consider your work environment. Don’t use a
lathe in damp or wet locations. Do not use in pres- 
ence of inflammable liquids or gases, and always
keep a fully-charged fire extinguisher close at
hand. Keep your work area well lit.



Stay alert. Watch what you are doing. Pay close
attention to unusual sounds or vibrations. Stop
the lathe to investigate the cause. Don’t operate
machines when you are tired or under the influence of drugs or alcohol.



Guard against electric shock. Inspect electric
cords for damage. Avoid the use of extension

Never leave the lathe running unattended. Turn
power off. Don’t leave lathe until it comes to a
complete stop.
Many accidents to woodturners occur while using
saws, especially band and chain saws. Learn and
follow the safety guidelines for this equipment.

GVWG
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Calendar of Events
Date

Time

Location

Event

2020
Jan 23rd, 2020

6:30 P.M.

Sapperton Hall

Club Meeting
FoF – tba
Main Speaker – Dustin Cook – Turning a Lamp

Feb 22nd, 2020

9:00 AM

Sapperton Hall

Dale Larson - All-day Demo

9:00 AM

KMS Tools Classroom
KMS Tools Classroom

Feb 23rd, 2020
Feb 24th, 2020

9:00 AM

Dale Larson – Hands-on Class
Dale Larson – Hands-on Class

Feb 27th, 2020

6:30 P.M.

Sapperton Hall

Mar 26th, 2020
Apr 23rd,
2020
May 2nd, 2020

6:30 P.M.
7:15 P.M.

Sapperton Hall
Via ZOOM

Club Meeting
FoF – Bruce Campbell – Drivers and Live Centers
Main Speaker – Larry Stevenson – Displaying Our
Work
Cancelled due to quarantine
See eMail for invitation details

9:00 AM

Sapperton Hall

Dan Tilden

May 3rd, 2020

9:00 AM

KMS Tools Classroom

Dan Tilden – Hands-on Class

May 28th,
2020

6:30 P.M.

Sapperton Hall

Club Meeting
FoF – tba
Main Speaker – tba

Kentucky Exhibition
Centre, Louisville,
Kentucky

AAW'S 34th Annual International Symposium

Sapperton Hall

Club Meeting
FoF – tba
Main Speaker – Brian Lunt – “Tofino Beach” Techniques

July 4-7, 2020
June 25th,
2020

6:30 P.M.

July-Aug

Summer Break - Our first meeting of the new calendar will be Sept 24th, 2020
6:30 P.M.

Sapperton Hall

Oct 17th , 2020

9:00 AM

Sapperton Hall

Oct 18th ,2020

9:00 AM

KMS Tools Classroom

Oct 22th, 2020

6:30 P.M.

Sapperton Hall

Nov 26th, 2020

6:30 P.M.

Sapperton Hall

Sep 24th, 2020

Denotes cancelled due to Covid-19 quarantine.

Club Meeting
FoF – tba
Main Speaker – tba
Trent Bosch
https://trentbosch.com/
Trent Bosch – Hands-on Class
Club Meeting
FoF –tba
Main Speaker – tba
Club Meeting
FoF – tba
Main Speaker – tba

Special points of
interest:













Next Meeting:
Thursday Apr 23rd via
ZOOM video conferencing starting at 7:15 PM,
Meeting ID: 833 0766
6895
Password (case sensitive): Sapperton
Instructions to prepare for
the ZOOM meeting
https://us02web.zoom.us/
j/83307666895?
pwd=WUtQYW1Ud1ha
M0lJZlBXbmN5ODIwU
T09
to attend by telephone:
Dial by phone: +1 778
907 2071
Meeting ID: 833 0766
6895
Password: 480653
Food Providers:
Self-Serve this time
New Members Greeter:
n/a
FoF Speaker:
n/a
Main Speaker:
n/a
President’s Challenge:
Mar – Home-made stand

GVWG Officers,
Appointees & Volunteers

President:

Steve Fairbairn

president@gvwg.ca

Vice President:

Steve Hansen

Secretary:

Dan Breck

secretary@gvwg.ca

Treasurer:

Bob James
Annie Prefontaine

communications@gvwg.ca

Des Wilson

Members At Large:

Peter Hill
Brian Lunt
Phil Vetra
John Hammond
Dustin Cook
Rob Smith

Past President

Bill Fowle

Educational Coordinator:

Larry Stevenson

Food Chief:

Peter McLaren Rachel Tius
John Hammond

FOF Coordinator:

Dustin Cook

Librarians:

Turning 101:
Visiting Demonstrator
Liaison
Visiting Demonstrator
Advisor
Newsletter Editor:
Publisher:

Peter Hill
Tracy Kennedy
Dustin Cook
Brian Lunt
Art Liestman
Bruce Campbell

editor@gvwg.ca

Robert Carlson

Digital Photography:

Jay & Lin Mapson
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Steve Hansen
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